You never know what lurks behind the code! Viruses, worms, spyware, “Trojan horses” and hidden vulnerabilities have become part of an everyday concern of system administrators as well as ordinary users. To counter an imminent threat of hacker attacks, security mechanisms should be able to adapt to constantly changing environments and promptly react to incidents. By bringing together experts in reactive security representing academic, governmental and commercial institutions, DIMVA strives to facilitate development of novel security approaches and their smooth transfer into practice.

Conceived as a compact and dynamic forum, DIMVA has achieved a recognized place in the international IT-Security calendar. Now in its third year, DIMVA has received 41 submissions from 21 countries. 11 contributions from 9 countries have been selected for publication in a competitive selection process (27% acceptance rate). We extend sincere appreciation to authors and reviewers for their hard work in a competitive selection process (27% acceptance rate). We extend sincere appreciation to authors and reviewers for their hard work in
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Erlend Jonsen, Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden
Klaus Juliusch, IBM Research, USA
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Michael Meier, University of Dortmund, Germany
Achim Müller, Deutsche Telekom Laboratories, Germany
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Dirk Schaad, Computer Associates, Germany
Robert Sommer, CICR/ICSI, USA
Axel Tanner, IBM Research, Switzerland
Marco Thorbrügge, ENISA, Greece
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General Chair: Pavel Laskov, Fraunhofer FIRST, Germany
Program Chair: Roland Büschkes, RWE AG, Germany
Sponsoring Chair: Marc Heuse, n.runs GmbH, Germany
Publicity Chair: Ulrich Flegel, University of Dortmund, Germany

Conference Fees and Registration

Regular Fee 295 Euro 345 Euro
Reduced Fee1 195 Euro 245 Euro
Student Fee 75 Euro 90 Euro
Extra Dinner Ticket 40 Euro 40 Euro

The reduced fee is valid for members of GI and affiliated scientific societies.

The Conference Fee includes:
- Admission to the technical program
- Conference proceedings
- Admission to the conference dinner (tickets for accompanying persons can be purchased additionally)
- Lunch and refreshments on both days
- Conference gifts

For online registration and travel information visit the conference web site: www.dimva.org/dimva2006

Conference Dinner

Conference dinner will be held during the boat tour on the Spree.
The boat „Comtesse” will start at 19:00 from the landing stage located at the crossing of Märkisches Ufer and Am Köllnischen Park.

Directions from the Conference Venue

Using public transportation:
- Take U2 from the station „Hausvogteiplatz” two stops in the direction of Pankow to the station „Märkisches Museum”
- Walk along the Wallstraße ca. 300m in the direction of Spree until the crossing of Märkisches Ufer and Am Köllnischen Park.
- Follow the Taubenstraße ca. 200m until the crossing with the Niederwallstraße
- Turn right onto the Niederwallstraße and follow ca. 300m until the crossing with the Leipzigerstraße (Spittelmarkt)
- From Spittelmarkt follow the Wallstraße ca. 800m until the crossing of Märkisches Ufer and Am Köllnischen Park

Contact

Fraunhofer Institute for Computer Architecture and Software Technology FIRST
Pavel Laskov
Kolblstraße 3, 12489 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0) 30 / 63 92 – 18 00
Fax: +49 (0) 30 / 63 92 – 18 05
E-Mail: first@first.fraunhofer.de
www.first.fraunhofer.de
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